**Street Map Student A**

*Work in pairs.*

*You are going to be two different people.*

1. You are a tourist. Telephone the Tourist Information Office and ask for directions to:
   a) Railway Station.
   b) The old Castle.
   c) The National Museum.

Mark the three places on your map. Ask him to repeat the information if you don’t understand. Begin at STARTING POINT.

2. You are a Tourist Information Officer. A tourist telephones you to ask where three places are. He has a map. Use your map to describe where the places are. He is at ‘STARTING POINT’.

**DO NOT SHOW YOUR MAP TO YOUR PARTNER.**

---

Note:
1. Sports Centre.
2. King Fahad Library.
3. The Shopping Centre.
Street Map Student B

Work in pairs.

You are going to be two different people.
1. You are a Tourist Information Officer. A tourist telephones you to ask where three places are. He has a map. Use your map to describe where the places are. He is at ‘STARTING POINT’.
2. You are a tourist. Telephone the Tourist Information Office and ask for directions to:
   a) The Sports Centre.
   b) King Fahad Library.
   c) The Shopping Centre.
Mark the three places on your map. Ask him to repeat the information if you don’t understand.
Begin at STARTING POINT.

DO NOT SHOW YOUR MAP TO YOUR PARTNER.

Note:
1. Railway Station.
2. The old Castle.